Pharmacy Students' Education Supported with Scholarships

Ten new scholarships were presented at this year’s scholarship ceremony at the University of Georgia College of Pharmacy. All were funded by College of Pharmacy faculty, alumni and friends. A total of 144 students received 76 scholarships and awards for the 2014-15 academic year, totaling more than $218,100.

The new scholarships and recipients were:
- **Donald E. and Cecelia V. Cadwallader Endowed Scholarship**: Rachel Schnorr of Carrollton;
- **Senator Buddy Carter Distinguished Leadership Endowment**: Lindsey Sellers of Midland and Shane Sneed of Lawrenceville;
- **Joseph T. and Cecily R. DiPiro Pharmacy Care Scholarship**: Andrea Clarke of Chickamauga;
- **Hansford Specialty Pharmacy Endowment**: Katherine Smith of Macon;
- **Rob and Courtnee Russ Endowed Student Scholarship**: Danette Sipper of Braselton;
- **Solomons Endowed Student Scholarship**: James Spence of Kathleen;
- **Rick and Robbin St. John Endowed Scholarship**: Payal Kakadiya of Lilburn;
- **John H. Taylor Jr Student Scholarship**: Sarah Clements of Rome;
- **Robert I. and Angela M. Thompson Endowed Student Scholarship**: Thuan Tran of Augusta; and
- **Grace Waters Endowed Student Scholarship**: Raybun Spelts of Leesburg.

Other scholarships and recipients were:
- **Sandra and Ralph Balchin Scholarship**: Kaylee Levidiotis of Conyers and Kasie Weaver of Demorest;
- **Belcher Family Endowed Student Scholarship**: Nicholas Starkey of Fitzgerald;
- **Pamela Beth Goldman Block Memorial Scholarship**: Jessica Kupstas of Fitzgerald and Megan Seddon of Calhoun;
- **Pamela R. Bramlett Endowed Scholarship**: Matthew Vaughan of Colquitt;
- **Broadrick Family Endowed Student Scholarship**: Erin Massarello of Kennesaw and Patrick Tu of Carrollton;
- **Cardinal Health Scholarship**: Haylee McCoy and Baotrang Nguyen of Snellville;
- **Catamaran Endowed Student Scholarship (formerly Benescript)**: Patrick Brandin of Rome;
- **Chapman Family Endowed Scholarship**: Adesubomi Adeyemo of Stone Mountain;
- **David and Jane Chu Scholarship**: Ife-Atu Anachebe of Jonesboro, Sindhuri Avula of Suwanee, Laura Bannister of Moultiere, Nadirah Chin of Stone Mountain, Yuhan Ji of Duluth, David Kim of Roswell, Brittany Lawrence of Baxley, Mallory Nelson of Tifton, Tavishee Pathak of Lilburn, Anna Riley of Fortson, Tu Tran of Riverdale, and Xin Wang of Suwanee;
- **College of Pharmacy Faculty Scholarship**: Waqas Gill of Conyers, Kyley Makanani of Conyers, Emily Murray of Martinez, Niral Naik of Rome, and Andrew Russell of Newnan;
- **CVS Scholarship**: Sean Hawkins of Milledgeville and Cayla Sinnemon of McDonough;
- **Ferrell “Al” Dixon, Jr., Endowed Student Scholarship**: Vincent Tran of Savannah and George Watkins of Savannah;
- **Ashley and Jill R. Dukes Scholarship**: Caroline Cruce of Grayson and Jake Davis of Hoschton;
Mike Ellington Memorial Scholarship: Caio Guimaraes of Savannah;
George W. Elrod Scholarship for Student Assistance: Andrew Ackall of Atlanta and Khushbu Tejani of Lawrenceville;
Kwaku M. Fenin Endowed Student Scholarship: Christine Rape of Fayetteville;
Jim Furman Student Scholarship: Aimee Shin of Roswell;
Georgia Pharmacy Association Regina Baird Memorial Fellowship: Brittany Chambers of Bonaire and Taylor Seiler of Woodstock;
Georgia Pharmacy Association Carlton Henderson Memorial Fellowship: Deven Jackson of Rydele;
Georgia Pharmacy Foundation Neil L. Pruitt Sr. Scholarship: Mary Parker of Flowery Branch;
Ed Giles Pharmacy Scholarship by Northwest Georgia Pharmacist Association: Gail Smith of Calhoun;
Harvey’s Supermarket Pharmacy Endowed Student Scholarship: Joeanna Sams of Dawson and Laura Thomas of St. Simons Island;
Herbert W. Hatton Scholarship: Shannon Bear of Peachtree City;
Charles Herrin Memorial Scholarship: John Hughes of Summerville;
Leslie and Rondell Jaggers Student Scholarship: Joseph Smith of Bogart;
Ferman Jay Endowed Student Scholarship: Joseph Moak of Pinehurst;
Dione Mavis Johnston Scholarship of Excellence: Emily Parmer of Calhoun;
Albert W. Jowdy Scholarship: Hulda Abaidoo of Acworth; Ruchita Amin of Hartwell; Shaily Doshi of Uganda; Emily Foskey of Mathews, NC; Katherine Howell of Duluth; Courtney Johnson of Danielsville; Bliss McMichael of Dublin; Mark Miller of Loganville; Clara Ni of Duluth; and Young Woo of Atlanta;
Jun Family Achievement Scholarship: Soror Khaleghian of Atlanta and David Yum of Lawrenceville;
Kaiser Permanente Scholarship: Ah Cho of Korea and Kristin Horton of Fayetteville;
Knmat Scholarship: Jessica Moore of Acworth;
Heidi Flye, Kroger Memorial Scholarship: Margaret Guinta of Savannah;
Kroger Endowed Student Scholarship: Neda Javan of Marietta, Hyun Kim of Athens and Whitney Reed of Conyers;
Robert E. Long Kroger Scholarship: Benjamin Albrecht of Atlanta;
Lake Family Scholarship: Sabina Kurian of Lawrenceville;
Reagan Roland Lykins Memorial Scholarship: Dakotah Mallery of Kennesaw and Nathaniel Wayne of Clayton;
Alhaja Sekinat Mumuney Memorial Scholarships: Radina Raytcheva of Kennesaw and Patrick Walker of Evans;
William F. “Dobby” Nathaniel Distinguished Student Scholarship: Amanda Frederiksen of Ray City, Charity Loput of Woodbine and Abigail Shell of Sharpsburg;
National Association of Chain Drug Stores Foundation Pharmacy Partners Scholarship: Allyson Cox of Kennesaw;
Oh Family Scholarship: Mijung Om of Duluth;
Wayne C. Olsen Memorial Scholarship: Michelle Borg of Conyers, Stephanie Coleman of Savannah and Andrea Hensley of Gainesville;
Amy Panter Memorial Scholarship: Kathleen Bozeman of Kennesaw;
Fred M. Peterson MD Endowed Student Scholarship Fund: Jeffery Cheung of Johns Creek, Wendy Dry of Athens and Joshua Foley of Alpharetta;
Pharmacists Mutual Companies Scholarship Award: Baotrang Nguyen of Snellville;
Pharmacy Scholarship Support Fund: Donald Keiser of Macon, Joanna Lee of Torrance, Rachel Sanders of Cordova, TN, and Michelle Vu of Morrow;
Publix Super Market Scholarship: Lakeda-Naita Downer of Columbus, Adam Ehalt of Macon, David Prather of Acworth, Alexa Volpe of Watkinsville and Catherine Worley of Peachtree City;
Randolph-Mercer Memorial Scholarship Fund: Hanna Park of Suwanee and Huong Pham of Tifton;
Leo E. Reese Scholarship: Morgan Freeman of Forsyth;
Rite Aid Endowed Student Scholarship: Leigh Ann Perri of Athens;
Senior Legacy Discretionary Fund: Alexandra Lowery of Rhine;
John Avery Smith Distinguished Scholarship: Wendy Dry of Milton, Samantha Kolofski of Suwanee, Amanda Kyle of Athens and Rachel Wilkes of Crawford;
J. M. Smith Foundation Scholarship: James Johnson of Augusta and David Madray of Jesup;
Southeastern Society of Health-System Pharmacist Scholarship: Charles Fair of Augusta;
Dr. James T. Stewart Endowment for Graduate Student: Bradley Hanberry of Winder;
Student Development Scholarship for Residency Training: John Carr of Cochran;
Adetoun (Rita) Thompson Alumni Memorial Scholarship: Michelle Morales of Dulce;
Michelle E. Turner Memorial Scholarship: My-Hoai Le of Lawrenceville;
Walgreens Diversity and Inclusion Excellence Award: Lillian Otieno of Buford;
Walgreens Diversity Scholarship: Chioma Enyinnah of Hapeville and Nicholas Starkey of Fitzgerald;
Walmart Endowed Student Scholarship: Vidhi Doshi of Johns Creek, Asleigh Jowers of Evans, Rojal Shrestha of Athens and Aym Taylor of Tifton;
Grace and Kenneth L. Waters Scholarship: Ian Dunne of Athens, Thai Huynh of Stone Mountain, Katherine Maples of Marietta, Ashni Patel of Tucker and Alia Reid of Atlanta;
Jake and Willa Weathersby Scholarship: Madeline Burke of Statesboro;
Lee Webb III Memorial Scholarship: Corinne Parker of Lawrenceville;
M. W. Williamson Scholarship: Miriam Durden of Guyton;
William T. (Bilby) Wolfe Student Scholarship: Lauren Raulerson of Valdosta;
Alan and Carla Wolfgang Endowed Student Scholarship: Kyle Eve of Cumming and Ogechukwu Okoye of Fayetteville.

Photos of the event can be seen on the College’s website at www.rx.uga.edu.